PROGRAM

WELCOMING REMARKS
AND INTRODUCTION
OF THE PRESIDENT
MONIQUE BROWN GEORGE
Executive Director of Human Resources

GREETINGS
MITCHEL B. WALLERSTEIN
President

AWARDS CEREMONY
Divisional Recognition of Baruch College
Service Awards Honorees with
10, 15, 20, 25*, 30*, 35*, 40, 45 & 50
years of service.

Annual Baruch College
Excellence Awards Honoree Recognition

CLOSING REMARKS
MITCHEL B. WALLERSTEIN

RECEPTION
Gifts donated by
GEORGE C. FINA
& THE MICHAEL C. FINA COMPANY

*Esther Liebert
Former Dean of Faculty & Staff Relations
Employee Service Awards Honorees

HONOREES OF THE BARUCH COLLEGE EXCELLENCE AWARDS

EVANGELINA OCASIO
Assistant Director, Professional Programs
Continuing and Professional Studies

LINDA MOORE
Office Manager, Management Department

DEMETRIUS PENA
IT Support Assistant, BCTC

JUAN CASTRO
Custodial Assistant, Building and Grounds

TISHA ALFRED
Facilities Coordinator, Campus Facilities and Operations

MEMBERS OF THE SELECTION COMMITTEE FOR THE BARUCH COLLEGE EXCELLENCE AWARDS

MONIQUE BROWN GEORGE, Executive Director of Human Resources
ANGELINA DELGADO, Higher Education Associate
DIANE HARRIGAN, Higher Education Assistant
MATTHEW LEPERE, Associate Director
HONOREES OF THE BARUCH COLLEGE
EMPLOYEE SERVICE AWARDS

BARUCH COMPUTING AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER | AVP ARTHUR DOWNING

Dixon Berry
IT Senior Associate, 10

Milwood Hughes
Media Services Technician, 15

Jose Tejada
IT Assistant, 15

Curtis Izen
IT Senior Associate, 25

Frank Werber
Higher Education Officer, 25

Susan Sciusco
Higher Education Assistant, 30

Nigara Tashkent
Higher Education Assistant, 30

Richard Hallex
Higher Education Associate, 30

Barbara Strauch
Higher Education Associate, 35

LIBRARY | AVP ARTHUR DOWNING

Louise Klusek
Associate Professor, 10

Rita Ormsby
Associate Professor, 15

Michael Waldman
Associate Professor, 15

Annette Ruiz
CUNY Administrative Assistant, 25

Karen Brown
CUNY Office Assistant, 30

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING & PUBLIC AFFAIRS | AVP CHRISTINA LATOUF

Diane Harrigan
Higher Education Assistant, 20

BERNARD L. SCHWARTZ COMMUNICATION INSTITUTE | AVP ASSOCIATE PROVOST DENNIS SLAVIN

Lucas Waltzer
Higher Education Associate, 10

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST & SENIOR VP FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS | AVP ASSOCIATE PROVOST DENNIS SLAVIN

Keisha Peterson
Higher Education Associate, 10

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS | DEAN DAVID BIRDSELL

Greg Chen
Associate Professor, 10

Jennifer Harrington
Assistant to Higher Education Officer, 10

Jennifer Goldstein
Associate Professor, 10

David Hoffman
Associate Professor, 10

Shoshannan Sofaer
Professor, 15

Elysem Mendel
Higher Education Assistant, 20

Neil Sullivan
Professor, 35

James Guyot
Professor, 40

ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY | DEAN JEFFREY PECK

Theodore Henken
Associate Professor, 10

BLACK AND LATINO STUDIES | DEAN JEFFREY PECK

Regina Bernard
Assistant Professor, 10
MATHEMATICS  |  DEAN JEFFREY PECK
Anita Mayo
Professor, 10
Ingrid-Mona Zamfirescu
Associate Professor, 10
April Allen-Materowski
Lecturer, 10
Beryl Shaw
Associate Professor, 40
Walter Wang
Lecturer, 45
C. Douglas Howard
Associate Professor, 15

MODERN LANGUAGES AND COMPARATIVE LITERATURE  |  DEAN JEFFREY PECK
Ali Nematollahy
Associate Professor, 10
Sue Ng
Senior College Lab Technician, 25
Gayana Jurkevich
Professor, 25
Isabel Sirgado
Professor, 30
Wayne Finke
Associate Professor, 35

NATURAL SCIENCES  |  DEAN JEFFREY PECK
Valerie Schawaroch
Associate Professor, 10
Edyta Greer
Assistant Professor, 10
Ramzi Khuri
Professor, 15
Etan Bourkoff
Professor, 15
Keith Ramig
Associate Professor, 15
David Szalda
Professor, 35

PHILOSOPHY  |  DEAN JEFFREY PECK
William Earle
Professor, 30

POLITICAL SCIENCE  |  DEAN JEFFREY PECK
Benedetto Fontana
Associate Professor, 15
David Jones
Professor, 15
PSYCHOLOGY | DEAN JEFFREY PECK

David Sitt
Lecturer, 10

Charles Scherbaum
Associate Professor, 10

Kristin Sommer
Associate Professor, 15

SIDNEY MISHKIN ART GALLERY | DEAN JEFFREY PECK

Sandra Kraskin
Higher Education Associate, 20

ALLEN G. AARONSON DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING & INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS | INTERIM DEAN MYUNG-SOO LEE

David Luna
Professor, 10

Clifford Wymbs
Associate Professor, 15

Charles Gengler
Professor, 15

Andreas Grein
Professor, 20

Stephen Gould
Professor, 20

Eleonora Curlo
Associate Professor, 20

David Lichtenthal
Professor, 25

Barry Rosen
Associate Professor, 30

BERT W. WASSERMAN DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE | INTERIM DEAN MYUNG-SOO LEE

Kemal Demirtas
Associate Professor, 10

Liuren Wu
Professor, 10

Jun Wang
Associate Professor, 10

Armen Hovakimian
Professor, 15

Gayle Delong
Associate Professor, 15

Joseph Onochie
Associate Professor, 20

Terrence Martell
Professor, 25

Hanan Eytan
Associate Professor, 30

Avner Wolf
Professor, 30

Linda Allen
Professor, 30

Christopher Hessel
Associate Professor, 35

Jeffrey Weiss
Professor, 35

Ashok Vora
Professor, 40

Peter Gutmann
Professor, 50

DEAN’S OFFICE - ZICKLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS | INTERIM DEAN MYUNG-SOO LEE

Rosa De Jesus
Higher Education Assistant, 15

Judy Tse
Higher Education Associate, 30
ELIZABETH FIGINI
Higher Education Associate, 10

CANDEE CHERRY
CUNY Office Assistant, 25

LAW
MATTHEW EDWARDS
Associate Professor, 10

SANDRA MULLINGS
Associate Professor, 20

LAWRENCE N. FIELD CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ALYCE MAYO
Higher Education Associate, 25

MANAGEMENT
AJAY DAS
Professor, 15

LINDA MOORE
CUNY Office Assistant, 25

RICHARD KOPELMAN
Professor, 40

HARRY ROSEN
Professor, 40

NARENDRA LOOMBA
Professor, 45

STAN ROSS DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY
JIANMING YE
Associate Professor, 15

MASAKO DARROUGH
Professor, 15

ALOKE GHOSH
Professor, 20

JOSEPH WEINTROP
Professor, 20

BARBARA O'NLEY
CUNY Office Assistant, 25

DOUGLAS CARMICHAEL
Professor, 30

ANTHONY TINKER
Professor 30

STATISTICS AND COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
KANNAN MOHAN
Associate Professor, 10

MORRIS SCHWARTZ
Lecturer, 15

ABDULLAH TANSEL
Professor, 30

ANN BRANDWEIN
Professor, 35

ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
AUREA SANTANA
Higher Education Officer, 40

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
WENDY HEYMAN
Assistant Professor, 40
CENTER FOR ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT | VP BEN CORPUS

Dionne Brown
Assistant to Higher Education Officer, 20

Vilmarie Rosario
Assistant to Higher Education Officer, 25

DISABILITY SERVICES OFFICE | VP BEN CORPUS

Ronald Bissessar
Disability Accommodations Specialist, 10

FINANCIAL AID | VP BEN CORPUS

Jennifer Salas
Higher Education Assistant, 30

Mildred Castillo
Higher Education Assistant, 30

Frances Ferrara
Higher Education Assistant, 35

REGISTRAR’S OFFICE | VP BEN CORPUS

Barbara Shea
CUNY Administrative Assistant, 25

Beverly King
Higher Education Associate, 35

SEEK | VP BEN CORPUS

Nicole Gentry
CUNY Administrative Assistant, 20

Angela Anselmo
Associate Professor, 40

SKILLS ASSESSMENT TESTING | VP BEN CORPUS

Denyse Ramkaran
Higher Education Officer, 20

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS | VP BEN CORPUS

Brenda Maller
Higher Education Assistant, 35

VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS | VP BEN CORPUS

Ronald Aaron
Professor, 40

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS | VP KATHARINE T. COBB

Gregorio Meran
Custodial Assistant, 10

Osbert Douglas
Custodial Assistant, 10

Maximo Deleon
Custodial Assistant, 10

Mihail Drobota
Custodial Assistant, 15

Ediberto Perez
Administrative Superintendent Buildings Grounds 3, 15

Steve Wu
Construction Projects Associate, 15

John Ferrigno
Painter, 15

Maurice Harris
Custodial Supervisor, 15

Carlos Velasquez
Custodial Assistant, 20

Terrence Coumou
Steam Fitter, 20

Clarence White
Custodial Supervisor, 20

Leonard Gordon
Custodial Assistant, 25

Juan Castro
Custodial Assistant, 25
CAMPUS OPERATIONS  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Fran Erlich
Higher Education Officer, 25

CONFERENCE CENTER  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Roseann Rivera
CUNY Administrative Assistant, 10
Crescentia Coutinho
Higher Education Officer, 25

MAILROOM  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Leonard McFadden
Mail Message Services Worker, 15
Yolanda Harper
Mail Message Services Worker, 15
Philip Brinson
Mail Message Service Worker, 20

OFFICE OF BUDGET AND PLANNING  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Nellie Mero
Higher Education Assistant, 25

OFFICE OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Rudolph Roberts
Campus Peace Officer, 10
Shah Choudhary
Campus Security Assistant, 10
Barry Brown
Campus Peace Officer, 15
Winfield Braithwaite
Campus Public Safety Sergeant, 15
Bernardo Gallardo
Campus Peace Officer, 15
Duncan Grant
Campus Peace Officer, 20
Michael Paterson
Campus Public Safety Sergeant, 20
Mario Diaz
Campus Peace Officer, 20
Jean Jean-Baptiste
Campus Peace Officer, 20
Justino Rosado
Campus Security Assistant Director, 20
Andre Charles
Campus Peace Officer, 20
Alstead Mc Bain
Campus Public Safety Sergeant, 20
Ashfaq Nadir
Campus Security Officer, 20
Henry McLaughlin
Higher Education Officer, 30
OFFICE OF THE BURSAR  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Dorothy Himes
Higher Education Officer, 30

OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Maxine Stanberry
Finance Accountant Assistant, 15

RECEIVING AND STORES  |  VP KATHARINE T. COBB
Michael Lesko
Stock Worker Supervisor, 30
Kevin Bodie
Stock Worker, 30